INFORMATION ABOUT STUDY AND ENTRANCE EXAMINATION FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020/2021
Study program:

GENERAL MEDICINE – study in English

Standard length of study is 6 years. Form of study is full-time only. Students of English curriculum are obligated to pay the tuition fee. Tuition fee for academic year 2020/2021 is CZK 330 000. Faculty graduates receive a complete medical education. After the graduation former students are awarded the degree MUDr. (Medicinae Universae Doctor); application is possible in all fields of medical specialization. Since academic year 1996/1997 is teaching realized according to the reformed and modernized study program, which allows students to obtain an integrated knowledge of theoretical and preclinical disciplines. Students become familiar with basic clinical problems in the form of problem-oriented studies and clinical training leads not only to the application of theoretical knowledge, but also to acquire practical skills. Educational objectives are in accordance with European medical faculties program Euroskills-to which our Faculty joined.

The entrance examinations will be in several terms from April 2020 to June 2020 depending on the venue and it has 2 parts:
1. part – multiple-choice test (30 questions for each subject) in Chemistry, Biology and the third test you can choose between Physics and Mathematics by the beginning of the testing.
   – there is always only one correct answer.
   – minimal and maximal possible number of points for the first part is: 0 - 90
   Applicants who successfully pass the written test may proceed to the second part of examination.
2. part – interview – involves:
   – interpretation of a popular-scientific text,
   – evaluation of communication skills,
   – ability of independent judgment,
   – general overview
   – minimal and maximal possible number of points for the second part is: 12 - 62
   (Note: second part of the examination is not a knowledge test).

Number of points for acceptance will be determined by the Dean of faculty.

Assumed number of accepted applicants is 90.

All applicants must send to the address of the study division (see next page) following documents:
1. Verified copies of secondary/high school certificates and leaving certificate, which must be translated into English or Czech and must be certified with an Apostille or by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or Ministry of Education and the Czech Embassy of the country you studied in, and official transcript, including all marks/grades and number of hours.
2. One passport-size photograph.
3. Certificate of the payment of admission fee of CZK 760,- (non-refundable)

The deadline for sending the application: www.lf3.cuni.cz/en/applicant/how-to-apply/
Applicants may be accepted without the need to carry out an entrance examination upon fulfillment of the following prerequisites:

1a) A-level examination results – Physics or Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology:
Minimum results: A, A, B
The examination must be carried out in the academic year 2018/2019 at the latest or

1b) Results of Inter. Baccalaureate (IB) in Area 4 (Experimental Sciences) with Chemistry, Biology and Physics or Mathematics, all in Higher Level: Total – minimum sum of points from the given 3 subjects: 19
The examination must be carried out in the academic year 2018/2019 at the latest or

1c) Results of a comparable examination (e.g. SAT): In Chemistry, Biology and Physics or Mathematics
Overall minimum score: 85 percentile
The examination must be carried out in the academic year 2018/2019 at the latest or

1d) Grade average during studies (only for applicants attending secondary education in Germany):
Grade average during the whole period of study: better than 1,30
The applicant must graduate from secondary education in the academic year 2019/2020

2) An applicant for study that wishes to be accepted into the first first year without an entrance examination is required to submit an application form for the remission of the entrance examination to the Study Division of the Faculty by the 15th of March 2020 (the date of postage is decisive).

3) An order of applicants will be drafted based on the criteria above and study grade averages. A maximum of 25 applicants may be admitted without an entrance examination.

Entrance examinations:

- 19. 4. 2020 Madrid, Spain
  Contact: Dónde Estudiar Medicina - Ms. Sarah Matzenbacher, e-mail: info@donde-estudiar-medicina.es

- 19. 4. 2020 and 27. 6. 2020 London, Great Britain
  Contact: Medical Doorway, Mr Ben Ambrose, e-mail address: ben@medicaldoorway.com

- 23. 4. 2020 Düsseldorf, Germany
  Contact: Dónde Estudiar Medicina - Ms. Sarah Matzenbacher, e-mail: info@donde-estudiar-medicina.es

- 23. 5. 2020 Lisbon, Portugal
  Contact: Information Planet, Ms. Ana Paula e-mail: ana.paula@informationplanet.pt, Mr. Joao Colaco e-mail: joao.colaco@informationplanet.pt

- 29. 5. 2020 Prague, Czech Republic
  Contact: Mrs. Miriam Křížová, e-mail: miriam.krizova@lf3.cuni.cz

- 30. 5. 2020 Lisabon, Portugal
  Contact: My advisor Mr. Carlos Xavier, email: carlos.xavier@msadviser.pt

- 31. 5. 2020 Oslo, Norway
  Contact: Study in Prague, e-mail addresses: contact@studyinprague.no, info@studyinprague.no

- 27. 6. 2020 Munich, Germany
  Contact: Medizin in Europa - Mr. Nils Berger, e-mail address: kontakt@medizin-in-europa.de

- 28. 6. 2020 London, Great Britain
  Contact: Tutelage LTD, e-mail: info@tutelage.org.uk

- 28. 6. 2020 Limassol, Cyprus
  Contact: Ms. Areti Gregoriou, e-mail: olympiagym@cytanet.com.cy

- 29. 6. 2020 Tel Aviv, Israel
  Contact: Medstudy Agency, Israel - Mr. Arik Alhalel, e-mail: medstudyil@gmail.com

- 30. 6. 2020 Galway, Ireland
  Contact: Yeats College - Mr. Terry Fahy, e-mail: yeatscollegegalway@eircom.net
Introductory course in Dobronice

Prague

Charles University - Carolinum

How to contact us:

Post address:
Charles University
Third Faculty of Medicine
Study Division
Ruská 87
100 00 Prague 10
CZECH REPUBLIC

Study division:
Mrs. Miriam Křížová
Phone: +420 267 102 206
E-mail: miriam.krizova@lf3.cuni.cz

Mrs. Daniela Lvová
Phone: +420 267 102 206
E-mail: daniela.lvova@lf3.cuni.cz

www.lf3.cuni.cz